
“Dr. Noris is a fantastic doctor! She always listens carefully and addresses my concerns thoughtfully!!” 

“Dr. Pillai is the best Physician I have ever had! She is always kind, welcoming, knowledgeable, and 
spends the time to answers all my questions.” 

“Dr. Amy Anderson is a wonderful diabetes doctor. She is compassionate and a great listener.” 

“Always a pleasure dealing with Dr. Desnoyers. Ensures that the patient understands his options and is 
always pleasant and understanding.” 

“Dr. Fei was extremely informative listened to me and provided feedback and answered all my questions. 
He also has a great bed side manner and engaged during my visit with care and compassion. He made 
me feel at ease about a surgery and gave me complete confidence in the surgical plan. Surgery is 
something no one looks forward to but he made the office visit a positive one.” 

“I was just like to say that I went to see Dr. Podkowa today and he was a real gentleman, very 
knowledgeable, very courteous and a fine gentleman to deal with. I was very happy to have become one 
of his patients. The office people are very courteous, very knowledgeable, and very helpful. It was a real 
pleasure will experience to have met and looking forward to working with Dr. Podkowa in the future. 

Thank you so much.” 

“Without question, Dr. Verma has always been a great advocate for all the possible ways to help me 
maintain good health. I sincerely feel that he "has my back" when it comes to helping me make the right 
decisions on what is best for me. I am extremely pleased in what he did for me in my most recent difficult 
health issue decision. I cannot praise this physician enough. My hope is that he remains in the Southcoast 
Health System for many, many years. Thank you Dr. Verma!!!” 

“Dr. Chung is an excellent doctor but also an excellent teacher who feels it's important that you 
understand what he's explaining about your ailment.” 

“Dr. Paul Del Guercio has been my primary care physician since 2008. He is such a compassionate, 
experienced, knowledgeable and caring doctor. He explains things well and always takes my specific 
needs into consideration. I always feel better and more empowered after I talk with him. Thank you!” 

“I went in super anxious and upset about having to potentially have my gallbladder removed. Dr. Decio 
answered all my questions before I even needed to ask him. He addressed my concerns, anxieties, and 
assured me of the positive outcomes of my procedure but remained realistic about all possible outcomes. 
Dr. Decio's demeanor was what I appreciated the most, he was direct and understood everything I was 
concerned with and was attentive to my experiences and concerns.” 

“Dr. Julie DeLeo is a shining example of exceptional competency and compassion in a care-giver. She is 
an invaluable health care partner and Rhode Island is very lucky to have her here.” 



“Jayanthi Parameswaran is the most excellent, knowledgeable, caring doctor I have ever had. She is a 
treasure we are very fortunate to have here. I've been her patient since 2000, so I know she's steady and 
consistent. I'm so glad she's a lot younger than I am. (That's a self-serving thought.)” 

“I have been a patient of Dr. Pope for many years, have followed him through his different practices. I'm 
very excited that he has joined Southcoast. I can't begin to describe the level of comfort and care he 
provides. He is knowledgeable, thorough and his bedside manner is top notch. Unfortunately, it is 
difficult to find a doctor that you feel is not only taking care of you, but that cares about you. That is not 
the case with Dr. Pope, he makes the time to show that he is invested in your health and wellbeing. 
Whether it's an annual visit or throughout a pregnancy term, he provides the same level of attention. 
Thank You Dr. Pope and thank you Southcoast for bringing him on board.” 

“Dr. Phillips was timely and brought me back himself. He is the first provider who has listened to me in 
totality about my pain and issues. He really listened. I have not had a physician hear me in totality about 
my pain and really feel validated. That appointment brought me a lot of relief.” 

“From start to finish this was an excellent experience. Dr. Parameswaran is a veritable wealth of 
positivity and knowledge. Her ability to be simultaneously gentle in nature and aggressively informative 
was nothing short of incredible. Wish there were more people like her in the world. I feel better than I 
have in a while after having spoken to her for a just few minutes.” 

“The care and attention I received from Dr. Rizk and staff at Charlton was excellent. Dr. Rizk took the 
time to listen, discuss, and answer my questions thoroughly and without rushing. Dr. Rizk took the time 
to listen, discuss, and answer my questions and concerns thoroughly and patiently. Wherever I've lived 
I've usually traveled to major medical centers to see specialists, so going to a local hospital had me a bit 
concerned, but was I ever wrong.” 

“Dr. Robertson always takes the time to listen to any problems or issues I may have with my arm, the 
extent of the pain and has been right on top of issues to make sure I get the best possible care. He has 
been wonderful on the care of my shoulder and arm. I am blessed to have him as my health care 
provider, and working with me in finding the best way of managing my injury. Thank You God for Dr. 
Robertson.” 

“Dr. Martin is brilliant and compassionate. Her bedside manner is stellar and she was very 
knowledgeable. She didn't make me feel rushed and answered all my concerns.” 

“Dr. Podkowa was kind, knowledgeable and professional. It is an honor to be under the care of him and 
his team. I look forward to many more years under his medical care, and I'm excited to continue my 
health journey with his guidance. He listens and genuinely cares about his patient's health and concerns. 
He went above and beyond to listen and address all my questions and concerns. His clinical and 
administrative staff were also very helpful and pleasant. Thank you to Dr. Podkowa and his team!” 

“Dr. LaRock is the kindest, most compassionate practitioner that it has been my experience to know. He 
takes his time and explains everything in an understandable manner. I wish that we could clone him.” 

“Dr. Boyle is one of the best physicians I've had and I don't make that comment lightly. She is up to date 
in her knowledge, compassionate, dedicated, works tirelessly and has diagnosed correctly multiple 
conditions where others have not. Hold on to her Southcoast, she is a gem.” 



“Dr. Prichard was more than we could have asked for. We came in for a miscarriage and he treated both 
of us with grace & urgency. I don't know if it's possible to make that visit easy but he didn't make it any 
harder than it already was.” 

“Dr. Bordeau is "second to none" in medical caring for her grateful patients. Her concerns involves 
inquiring about a patient's activities, social life, hobbies, along with diet, and usual medical issues. A visit 
to Dr. Bordeau's office is reminiscent of a visit to a loving family member.” 

“Dr. Ainsworth took the time to explain my illness thoroughly and answered all questions I had. It was 
clear he carefully considered my symptoms and made an educated plan of care. It was my first time 
seeing him and I was very impressed with his professionalism and knowledge.” 

“Visits are always a positive experience. From the staff at the front office to the staff at checking out. 
Medical technician very friendly and professional. Last but not least, Doctor Lambert is outstanding. 
Explains things thoroughly and most important listens to concerns with a heart condition, it's important 
to be comfortable with the doctor.” 

“Dr. Charnecki is a compassionate, knowledgeable, and thorough provider. All of my concerns were 
addressed and I left the office feeling empowered about my health.” 

“Dr. Luc is thorough, kind and compassionate. She's great!” 




